


Subject: RE: Tennant Canal
 
Hi ,
 
Without knowing more of the details it is difficult to give a definitive answer, for example, if it
was a short temporary closure to allow remediation works then we might not be that concerned
providing suitable mitigation measures could be put in place to secure the habitats/features. 
However, we would almost certainly be very unhappy with any longer or permanent changes
unless they could demonstrate that the canal structure and function could be maintained in
some way.  Any such operation would need both consent from ourselves under section 28 and,
currently at least, a Habs Regs Assessment for any other licenses that they may need (such as
planning permission etc.).  I don’t think we currently have any agreements for the canal with
anyone but would need to talk to  to be sure.  A short meeting to discuss exactly what is
being proposed would be good (I may have stopped hyperventilating by then too!)
 

 

From:  
Sent: 24 March 2017 12:56
To: 

@cyfoethnaturiolcymru.gov.uk>
Subject: Tennant Canal
Importance: High
 
Hi both.
 
Further to an email exchange with  at Leeder he has asked whether NRW would
object to the closure of the Tennant Canal.
 
Clearly, in the light of its significance for the local community and economy as well the
environment, this is not something which we would wish to see, but can you tell me whether we
would have an official position from a conservation/Habitat’s Regs point of view, i.e. would this
be deemed to be in breach of any regulations etc or would there be any related spp issues or
Wildlife and Countryside Act issues.
 
On a separate point do we have any management agreements with the Canal company and/ or
Leeder Property service or the Combe Tenant Estate or do we provide any funding etc to such
(e.g. in relation to Crymlyn Bog)?
 
I’m not sure how real a prospect this at this point and don’t want to set any hares running, so
please do not share this any wider. Thanks
 

 

Arweinydd y Tim Rheoli Adnoddau Naturiol Castell Nedd Port Talbot Penybont ar Ogwr/ Natural
Resources Management Team Leader Neath Port Talbot Bridgend
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